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Report on Workpackage MIII:
o-minimality and applications

In the following, members of Network are identified by an asterisk
(*) when first mentioned; Modnet fellows are identified by a double
asterisk (**); external experts and collaborators who were identified as
having a close involvement with the project in the original proposal are
identified by a triple asterisk (***).

Report on task III.1.b,c,d
Task III.1 (b)Partners 1, 5, 11: Effective model-completeness of
fields related to the reals with exponentiation (possibly modulo number-
theoretic conjectures)

Related results: In his PhD thesis [9], Philip Hieronymi (U. Ox-
ford) extends results from [5]. Under certain Schanuel conditions, he
proves the near model completeness of the real field with an irrational
power function x 7→ xτ and a multiplicative subgroup, which has the
Mann property and whose elements are algebraic, like 2Q. Further he
shows there that under the conjecture on intersection with tori, this
statement also holds for groups which are closed under all definable
power functions, like 2Q(τ). Finally in [10] a counterexample is given
which shows that the above results do not extend to the subgroup
2Z2Zτ . He also shows that the real field expanded by two predicates for
the subgroups 2Z and 3Z is not near model complete.

Task III.1 (c) Partners 1, 5, 11: Axiomatisation of the reals with
exponentiation; identifying a recursively axiomatised model complete
subtheory with a completion satisfying Schanuel’s conjecture

No progress can be reported here.

Other results on o-minimal structures over the real numbers

A. Wilkie-University of Manchester
In his investigation of the exponential complex field, A. Wilkie has

analyzed the fine structure of complex functions definable in o-minimal
expansions of the real field or elementary extensions of those (in which
case the algebraic closure of the underlying real closed field replaces
the complex field). In [18] and [19] he gives some consequences of the
theory for complex functions definable in polynomially bounded o-min
structures.
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Tom Foster-University of Oxford
Let R be a model of Texp (the first order theory of the real field

expanded by the exponential function). Let S be a subset of R = |R|.
Foster shows that the structure

RS := 〈R,+, ·, <, (xs)s∈S, (s)s∈S〉

is model complete. The special case that R = R was already a theorem
of Chris Miller.

When S consists of just one infinite element, Foster shows that the
first-order theory of RS is decidable if and only if Texp is decidable.
Recall that Wilkie and Macintyre have proved that Texp is decidable if
Schanuel’s conjecture is true.
David Bew - University of Oxford

The goal of Bew’s work is to define the smooth (infinitely differ-
entiable) points of a definable function uniformly in parameters in o-
minimal expansions of the real field. The main result is a generalization
of Tamm’s Theorem in certain cases, namely:

- For definable families of quotients of smooth definable functions in
polynomially-bounded o-minimal structures - For definable families of
one-variable functions definable in a polynomially-bounded o-minimal
structure with a uniform Puiseux-like expansion.

This means that if fu is such a definable family then there exists a
natural number N such that for all u and all open V in the domain of
fu, if fu is N -times continuously differentiable on V then it is smooth
on V .

Bew also proves that in an arbitrary o-minimal structure, a defin-
able function is differentiable at a semi-generic point if and only if it is
differentiable in the non-generic axes. A point (x, 0) ∈ Rm+n is semi-
generic if x is generic. Thus, if f : Rm+n → R is a definable function
then f is continuously differentiable on a neighbourhood of (x, 0) if and
only if f(x,−) is continuously differentiable on a neighbourhood of 0.

Task III.1 (d)Partner 9: Find connections between non-commutative
elliptic curves (a la Soibelman) and non-standard elliptic curves arising
in model theory.

While not answering the above, a somewhat related work by Pe-
terzil* and Starchenko [14] investigates a class of K-manifolds, called
mild, in o-minimal minimal expansions of real closed fields (where K
is the algebraic closure of the underlying real closed field). These are
manifolds whose theory, when equipped with all (definable) K-analytic
structure, eliminates quantifiers. Compact complex manifolds are ex-
amples of mild manifolds. The main result is that a mild manifold
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which is in addition strongly minimal is a K-algebraic curves.

Work on other tasks
Definable groups

In a joint work of Hrushovski***, Peterzil* and Pillay*, [12] the au-
thors continue their work on Pillay’s conjecture (task III.2 (a), (b))
and show that for a definably compact definably connected group G
in an o-minimal expansion of groups, the group 〈G, ·〉 is elementarily
equivalent to the compact real Lie group 〈G/G00, ·〉. Structural conse-
quences follow (e.g. that [G,G] is definable and G = Z(G)[G,G]). As
a corollary, the Compact Domination conjecture which was solved in
[11] for abelian groups, is solved for arbitrary definably compact groups.

In her PhD thesis [4], Annalisa Conversano (Siena) investigates fur-
ther the structure of definable groups, not necessarily definably com-
pact, and prove results about the associated compact Lie group G/G00

in that case as well.

In the semi-linear context, Eleftheriou** refutes a question previ-
ously asked by several authors: Is every definable group in an o-minimal
structure (expanding an ordered group) definably isomorphic to an
affine group? The answer is known to be affirmative if the o-minimal
structures expands a field, but in [8], Eleftheriou gives an example of
a semi-linear group which does not admit an affine embedding.

In [7], Edmundo*** and Eleftheriou contribute in the analysis of
groups definable in semi-bounded o-minimal expansions of ordered groups
M = 〈M,<,+, 0, . . . 〉. They prove that every such group G is a defin-
able extension of a definable bounded group B by 〈Mm,+〉, where m
is the linear dimension of G, introduced in [6]. If M is linear, then B
is in fact definably compact.

By the solution to Pillay’s conjecture, every definably compact group
G in an o-minimal of a field is an extension of a compact Lie group
G/G00 by a divisible torsion-free normal subgroup G00. In [2], Be-
rarducci***, Mamino and Otero*** show that the o-minimal higher
homotopy groups of G are isomorphic to the corresponding higher ho-
motopy groups of G/G00. They also show that all abelian definably
compact groups of the same dimension (in a given o-minimal struc-
ture) are definably homotopy equivalent.

In another work of Berarducci, written in 2007 but revised in 2008,
he proves that G00 is cohomologically acyclic. This implies that the
functorial correspondence between definably compact groups and Lie
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groups preserves the cohomology.

Cohomology

In a joint work of M. Edmundo and L. Prelli they prove a version of
Verdier duality theorem for the o-minimal sheaf cohomology with defin-
ably compact supports of definably normal, definably locally compact
spaces in an arbitrary o-minimal structure. This result is new even
in the semi-algebraic context. This is not done by developing the full
theory of proper direct image and its dual in the o-minimal context
but nevertheless a version of Verdier duality is proved by considering
inclusions of definably locally closed definable subsets. The theory of
proper direct image is partially developed in the semi-algebraic case by
Delfs. In the sub-analytic context there are several approaches to this
theory by Kashiwara and Schapira and also L. Prelli.

In a work of M. Edmundo with G. Terzo they prove Pillay’s conjec-
ture for orientable, definably connected, definably compact definable
groups in arbitrary o-minimal structures with definable Skolem func-
tions. This uses the Poincaré duality for o-minimal sheaf theory and
the general Hurewicz theorem by Edmundo, Peatfield and Jones. The
proof includes the computation of torsion subgroups of definably com-
pact, orientable, abelian definable groups.

C-minimality

As part of his PhD work, Fares Maaluf** (Paris 7) has continued to
investigate the Zilber’s trichotomy problem for geometric C-minimal
structures, i.e. C-minimal structures in which the algebraic closure
has the exchange property, in analogy with earlier work on o-minimal
structures. He has already proved that in any ω1-saturated locally mod-
ular geometric C-minimal structure, one can construct a type-definable
group around any non trivial point. More recently, he has improved
this result and showed that a definable (rather than type-definable)
group can be obtained and that the ω1-saturation assumption can be
omitted. Finally, he was able to replace local modularity by a strictly
weaker assumption: linearity. In the non linear case, he was able to
retrieve locally the field multiplication in certain nonlinear C-minimal
reducts of algebraically closed valued fields.

In addition to the above, Maaluf has also studied imaginaries in
C-minimal valued vector spaces, i.e. quotients of C-minimal valued
vector fields by definable equivalence relations, with the future goal of
showing elimination of imaginaries.
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Francoise Delon* has proven that dense C-minimal pure C-structures
have a trivial model theoretical algebraic closure with exchange. She
has also considered not necessarily dense C-minimal pure C-structures.
These ”general” C-minimal pure C-structures need not have the ex-
change, but they satisfy the axiom of local modularity in the sense
that, for any x and y in a model M and A ⊆ M , then y ∈ acl(A, x)
if and only if y ∈ acl(a, x) for some a ∈ A. She has also proven that
a general C-minimal C-structures can be definably partitioned into a
discrete part, a dense one and finitely many points. Discrete and dense
parts need not be orthogonal.
P -minimality

In [13], Marie Helene Mourgues* proves that a P -minimal field K
admits cell decomposition if and only if K has definable selection.

Weak o-minimality
See the work of Roman Wencel* (Wroc law) below.

Other related work [Ramsey-type results on random graphs]
In a paper by Berarducci, Novaga and Majer they obtain results

about random graphs with some relation to o-minimality.
The main results are the following. Let X be a finite set and for

i < j in N let Xij be a non-empty subset of X. By Ramsey theorem,
we have:

(*): there is an infinite subset J of N such that the intersection of
all the Xij with i, j in J is non-empty.

The authors study the corresponding problem when X is infinite,
endowed with a probability measure, and all the Xij have measure ≥
ε > 0. They show that (*) holds if the indicator functions of the sets Xij

belong to a compact subset of L1(X). (This happens in particular if all
the Xij belong to a definable family of sets in an o-minimal expansion
of the reals). In general however (*) fails.

However if ε ≥ 1/2, a weaker statement holds without any restrictive
assumption:

(**): there is an increasing sequence (in) in N, such that the inter-
section of all the Xin,in+1 is non-empty.

It turns out that one of the results in the paper solves a problem
originally proposed by P. Erdos and A. Hajnal in 1964 and solved by
D. H. Fremlin and M. Talagrand 1985 when the probability space is
the interval [0, 1] equipped with the Lebesgue measure.

(This settles Erdos-Hajnal problem.)
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